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Conducting hydrologic research in remote areas is currently performed manually, making it a 
labor intensive and inaccurate solution. Due to the size, weight, and cost of automated solutions 
on the market today, a need has arisen for a low cost, highly portable, autonomous solution. 
Working closely with Santa Clara University’s Robotics Systems Lab (RSL), our team has 
developed a low cost, highly portable autonomous marine research vessel named MARV 
(Marine Autonomous Research Vessel). It is an autonomous surface platform where scientists 
outfit the vessel with their own data acquisition equipment. The mechanical chassis is collapsible 
for modes of remote transportation (i.e. helicopter, small trucks, backpacking). With a final 
weight of 25 kilograms, material cost of $4,482, and a cross track error of ±1 meter, we have 
successfully designed and manufactured low cost, highly portable autonomous solution. 
However, MARV does not operate on an adaptive navigation system. Further developments such 
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Lakes and ponds are major features in the Arctic landscape, and span a diverse range of                               
environmental conditions–from dilute, glacier­fed meltwaters to nutrient­rich tundra ponds and                   
perennially ice­capped, stratified lakes with anoxic bottom waters [2]. Progressively warmer                     
climates have led to arctic environments where these lakes and ponds are ever more present.                             
Many different research institutions are currently interested in conducting research in and on                         
these unique environmental features. However, the current data collection equipment available                     




Conducting research in remote regions, such as the Arctic, is severely hindered by the equipment                             
that can be transported there. In many instances, equipment is flown in by helicopter and then                               
hiked to the area of interest on the backs of the scientists. In rare cases, inflatable boats are                                   







Manual data acquisition is not only labor intensive and time consuming, it is also                           
inaccurate and difficult to repeat. The inaccuracy comes from the geographical referencing of the                           
collected data points. A typical output of collected data is a bathymetric map of the body of                                 
water–which is a 3­dimensional mapping of the underwater topography. A bathymetric map of                         
an underwater volcano is displayed in Figure 1. Maps like these cannot be created with manual                               
1 
 




Santa Clara University’s Robotic Systems Lab (RSL) has worked on several projects that include                           
innovative technology that can successfully assist navigation and collection of important data.                       
SWATH (Small Waterplane Area Twin Hull) is a fully autonomous platform that is a result of                               
over a decade of research. SWATH has successfully generated science­quality underwater                     
mapping of various bodies of water [3, 5, 26]. Other projects, such as the SCOAP (Surveying                               
Coastal Ocean Autonomous Profiler) of the University of Rhode Island and the autonomous                         









Other projects have been able to integrate a similar platform on a smaller frame                           
significantly increasing the transportability of the system. The RSL has been a part of a research                               
project involving the autonomous navigation of kayaks to collect general environmental                     
gradients (water depth, water temperature, etc.); this has been a multi­stage program to help                           
streamline water research and exploration [6]. Unfortunately, the system shared many of the                         
drawbacks listed above, namely, ease of use and transportability. One project that aimed to solve                             
the transportability issue was BathyBoat [7]. BathyBoat, a project that came from the University                           
of Michigan, was autonomous, extremely transportable, and was outfitted to create bathymetric                       












It can be seen that the BathyBoat project has addressed key design criteria that is valuable                               
to the researchers. But the potential drawbacks listed above prove to be significant enough to                             




The goal of this project was to design, manufacture, and deploy a low cost, highly portable                               
autonomous research platform. To achieve this; we designed and constructed a collapsible                       
mechanical chassis, integrated an off­the­shelf autopilot, and mounted a sensor to prove                       
configurability. The mechanical chassis is comprised of two rolled aluminium pontoons                     
connected by a bridge. This bridge is made of 80/20 aluminum structural framing. To integrate                             
the off­the­shelf autopilot, we had to ensure that the outputs were communicating with the                           
electrical components. For example, the throttle output from the autopilot had to be interpreted                           
by a DC motor driver as an PWM input, based on this PWM input the DC motor driver would                                     
output a calculated throttle voltage to the DC thrusters. A sonar was mounted on to the 80/20                                 
bridge to demonstrate that arbitrary sensors can be integrated into the platform with ease. This                             
was achieved by utilizing one of many 80/20 attachments available on the open market.  
These efforts resulted in the Marine Autonomous Research Vessel, MARV. The                     
collapsible aluminum chassis weighs 25 kilograms for ease of transport and high portability. The                           
off­the­shelf autopilot was integrated successfully into the platform and had a resulting cross                         
track error of ​±1 meters. The mounted sonar sampled data successfully and was configured in                             
any orientation desired. The final material costs of MARV totaled $4,482, significantly lower                         
than current market solutions.  
The contribution was adding another autonomous platform to the Robotics Systems                     
Laboratory's existing fleet of surface vessels. MARV will serve as a highly configurable                         
platform for masters students and PhD candidates to develop highly sophisticated adaptive                       
navigation algorithms to drastically improve the navigation performance. MARV is also a                       
platform that can be offered as a service to potential customers through the RSL. The RSL has a                                   








This section discusses the various aspects of the design process and decision making regarding                           
the inception of MARV. Areas like a system block diagram, mechanical breakdown, customer                         
research, previous projects, and design of subsystems are considered to ensure MARV’s proper                         




Figure 3 displays MARV’s overall system block diagram of its main systems, as well as their                               
corresponding subsystems. These main subsystems (i.e. the colored portions) work together                     
constantly in order to provide MARV with the necessary functionality for successful operation.                         
The main subsystems are the chassis, data collection, movement, navigation and power. Each of                           
these main subsystems are composed of various components that allow the subsystem to interact                           
with others seamlessly. Noted by connecting lines, each subsystem interacts with another in                         
order to complete various tasks while the chassis subsystem embodies them all. One subsystem                           
that doesn’t have any direct connections to other subsystems is the onshore computer. It is                             
illustrated in Figure 3 that the yellow, onshore computer, block is separate from the rest of the                                 
system. This is done intentionally to show that MARV can run a mission autonomously with no                               
input from the onshore computer. The onshore computer can be used for vessel status updates or                               







As seen in Figure 4 the mechanical assembly of MARV comprises of four main parts: right and                                 
left pontoon assemblies, the bridge assembly, and the steering column. It also has two                           
off­the­shelf components: pelican case and the collapsible sonar. This is all part of the chassis                             
block in the system block diagram that will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 4. In Figure                                   









Institutions have expressed desire for a system such as MARV and they are listed as potential                               
customers below. Figure 6 shows scientists from one of the potential customers, the University                           
of Alaska Fairbanks. This is one of the environments in which MARV designed to operate. This                               





































The following questions were directed specifically towards several of the aforementioned                     
potential customers to define what they desire in an autonomous system like MARV. Paired with                             
the design team’s goals of system modularity and versatility, questions were generated to define                           
design parameters. Our team believes there is great value in empathizing with the customer to                             























There are a number of other vessels that have similar capabilities to what MARV aims to                               
achieve. Learning from the positives and negatives of each of these vessels is vital to bypassing                               
many unfavorable design decisions. Each individual project, listed in Table 3, successfully                       














Autonomous   ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
High Stability  ✓    ✓    ✓ 
Transportable     ✓    ✓  ✓ 
Easy to Use         ✓  ✓ 
Rugged       ✓  ✓  ✓ 
Baseline Cost  N/A  $4,500  ~$10,000  $18,300  N/A 
Customizable       ✓     
 
Even though the projects listed above satisfy the design requirement of an autonomous                         
research vessel, the individual projects fail to address all of the key design requirements set forth                               
by customer data and design parameters. MARV needed to be easily transportable, easy to use,                             
extremely transformable (modular), while being cost effective. To do this, an analysis of                         
standard hulls was completed to ensure that the onboard hardware and sensors would be                           
structurally sound as well as durably transportable to highly remote locations. The two hull                           
configurations that were considered were the standard single hull setup and the standard pontoon                           




○ The BathyBoat project uses a single hull; this does not promote stability                       
during operation in harsh environments. It is also not possible to interchange                       




○ SWATH and SCOAP hull designs prove to be very stable configurations for                       







After the design considerations were defined and understood, MARV’s system environment of                       
how the vessel would interact with the end user and target location needed to be defined. Since                                 
MARV has the ability to be placed in a variety of remote locations, the same key actions must be                                     
constant during standard operation procedures regardless of the user. Figure 7 represents an                         





As seen in Figure 7, the system environment that MARV operates in requires significant                           
communication between the vessel and the onshore computer. Once MARV has recognized that                         
it has a route to follow, the vessel begins following the predetermined path and relays data via                                 
telemetry back home to the user. The direction in which MARV travels is determined by                             
recognizing the path between two waypoints. This path is the direction and location MARV                           
wishes to travel during its operation. At each waypoint, the onboard GPS recognizes whether or                             
not the boat has reached the target point within a certain radius of accuracy and communicates                               
the information back to the user. Simultaneously, sensor data is collected continuously during the                           




Based on the feedback received from real world customers, competitor analysis, as well as our                             













The following table describes the component hierarchies designed based upon the customer                       

























The results of the customer analysis validate the concepts the team had originally determined.                           






The main request from all customers was modularity. The vessel ​must be able to incorporate ​any                               
sensor package. Some sensors require contact with water, others do not. Another aspect that was                             
not fully understood prior to customer interviews was the definition of portability. Since the                           
system must be transported via helicopter and backpack, there is an added emphasis on                           











Our main constraint is the overall volume of the vessel. The vessel must be able to be transported                                   
via helicopter to an area of interest. There is a dedicated storage cage on the outside of the                                   
helicopter in which MARV could potentially be transported. The dimensions of this cage are 2ft                             
x 2ft x 8ft. The vessel must be transported from the landing site of the helicopter to the area of                                       
interest by foot. Therefore, the weight restriction on MARV is a constraint that must be adhered                               
to in the design. The team set a maximum weight of 50 kg (110 lbs) for the vessel. The                                     
ergonomics of the design also affects the transportability. The placement of handles and straps in                             
which MARV is transported is critical, especially if transported over distances of a couple                           
kilometers. 
Since MARV targets non­technical users, it is critical that MARV is easy to operate. The                             
software interface chosen is intuitive and mimics existing map interfaces such as Google Maps.                           
Ardupilot’s Mission Planner achieves this level of user experience. The hardware interface only                         
has a few functionalities that require interaction from the user. These include: master on/off                           
switch, manual override with RC transmitter, access to charge batteries, and the ability to                           
exchange sensors on the sensor platform.  
Power management for MARV is a direct result of the volume and weight constraint. The                             
size of the battery affects the weight, volume, mission time, the number of components the                             
system can accommodate, as well as the size of the body of water it can explore. The versatility                                   
of the vessel allows the user to add varying sizes of batteries depending on the conditions they                                 
wish to test in. This access to the electronics required the entire electronics network to be in an                                   
openable waterproof container. We chose to utilize the Pelican 1550 Protector Case to satisfy the                             
constraint of waterproofing.  
Navigation was the greatest difficulty for the project. Since navigational accuracy is vital                         
for MARV’s success, an autopilot module was purchased providing all of the functionality                         
necessary for MARV. The module is 3D Robotic’s PixHawk autopilot module for $200. This                           




The budget for this project was split into four separate categories: the hull, the system hardware,                               
power management and local travel expenses. Most of the components used for the project were                             
owned by the Robotic Systems Laboratory (i.e., thrusters, motor drivers, microprocessors, RC                       
transceivers, autopilot, batteries, etc.) Our budget expenditure was directed towards prototyping                     
costs and travel costs for field testing. The team designed the entire mechanical structure from                             
80/20 structural framing. 80/20 is one of the most widely distributed and readily available                           
aluminum structural framing systems. It can be purchased from a plethora of online distributors.                           
12 
 
 The commonality of the structural framing made it possible to reduce costs of the system. This                               




The timeline was broken down by quarters over the course of the academic year. Fall quarter’s                               
focus was to prototype multiple hull designs. Once the team had decided on the final design, the                                 
construction of the design was to be completed by the end of Fall quarter. Winter quarter’s focus                                 
was to integrate the 3DR autopilot, thrusters, and steering column for manual control. Spring                           
quarter’s focus was to have MARV run missions semi­autonomously, complete vigorous field                       




MARV’s design approach and decisions were heavily dictated by field testing. The team                         
assumed early on in the project timeline that critical design flaws are often discovered in the                               
field. Using the desired design criteria set forth by customer data and former low level RSL                               
prototypes, key design considerations were discovered and features were prioritized based on                       
customer and design team target goals. The use of field testing gave the team invaluable                             




The purpose of this section is to address all safety risks and concerns that MARV presented to                                 
the design team and its users. There exists the potential for safety concerns in 4 particular areas:                                 
prototyping of the hull, testing and operation, storage, and transportation. Each safety review of                           
the project aspects was aimed to address any safety concerns brought forth by the design                             




The MARV design team consisted of an interdisciplinary engineering team where each                       
individual possessed an expertise regarding one or more areas in engineering. Based off of these                             
skillsets, the design team was assigned areas of the project to address how key considerations                             
were dealt with and implemented for successful operation. As seen in Table 5, the design team                               



















In the summer of 2015, our team met frequently to decide unanimously on a project. The criteria                                 
that had to be satisfied: the project had to be feasible but academically rigorous, have a societal                                 
benefit, real world application and be field/mission ready, as well as providing an opportunity for                             
us to develop skills that would help us in our professional careers. In order to successfully                               
produce such a project, we had to improve our skills and knowledge of mechatronics, control                             
systems, and the intricacies of the engineering design process. We were designing MARV to the                             
customer’s specifications such that there was an explicit definition of what the end product                           
would be. Minimal experience in implementing design techniques in our engineering courses had                         
not fully prepared us for a methodical, successful design process.  
However, this was an invaluable opportunity for us as a team. We had first hand                             
experience with working with a direct customer. As a team, we had decided to share leadership                               
roles in different subsystems of the project, giving us all leadership experience and experience                           
learning how to work effectively and efficiently in a team. We had also made it a priority to                                   
maintain a calm demeanor throughout the best and the worst times. When the project came to an                                 
end, our goal was to be able to present our project in such a fashion that it was entertaining,                                     
understandable for a diverse audience and technically developed. With this robust list of explicit                           








The mechanical components on MARV consist of: the pontoons, the bridge and the steering                           









After many iterations in the design process, the following vessel became the main platform for                             
the sensor packages and payload. Figures 10 and 11 display the chosen vessel configuration and                             
the final prototype. As seen in Figure 10, the proposed design for MARV consists of two                               
pontoons that are made out of 5052 marine aluminum at a thickness of 0.080”. This material was                                 
chosen because of its ability to be highly durable while remaining lightweight. The frame that                             
connects the two pontoons (referred to as the “bridge”) is constructed from extruded aluminum                           
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 1” 80/20 framing. Our team chose to use this material because of its capacity to be customizable                                 
and its abundance within the marketplace. Many different attachments exist for the 80/20                         
framing which means consumers can purchase mounts or connectors to adapt the system to their                             
specific application. As seen in Figure 11, many additional 80/20 cross members can be added as                               
additional support mechanisms and attachment areas. All this provides modularity and                     
customization capabilities to the vessel allowing it to be broken down and rebuilt with relative                             
ease.  
The thrusters that are used on MARV are configured side­by­side and mounted to a                           
steering column as seen in Figures 10 and 11. This configuration lends to the prototype’s                             
extremely tight turning circle. This allows MARV to operate in a diverse range of environments                             
where the water surface area may not be large enough for a wide, sweeping turn. Along with the                                   
thrusters, the entire steering column (consisting of the thrusters, the shaft and the steering servo)                             
can fold upwards in between the pontoons to protect it during transportation. The folding action                             





























For the detailed analysis of MARV, the main focus was on the ability to navigate through                               
various fluidic environments and support the desired weight requirement. The method of analysis                         






It was assumed that the model was satisfactory to support the designed payload. At the                             
max payload, the pontoons will never be submerged lower than half of the total volume. That                               
said, the pontoons have complex nose cone geometry for buoyancy calculations. The assumption                         




Figure 12 displays the free body force diagram used in the design process and fluids analysis of                                 
MARV’s hull. The force distributions were key in determining the max payload that the vessel                             








For analysis, a simplified version of MARV was used to truly isolate the pontoons. As seen in                                 






The two pontoons were connected with three horizontal struts to represent the bridge structure.                           
The material that was used for the analyzed model was the same as the actual components. The                                 
pontoons are made of 5052 marine grade aluminum and the steering column is made of 6061                               
aluminum. The test model simplifications and justifications are listed below: 
‒ 80/20 T­slotted 1” aluminum framing:  








The model was tested in a variety of conditions in order to fully analyze the desired elements of                                   









The overarching method of determining the payload of MARV’s dual pontoon design is to                           
assume that the amount of water the pontoons are able to displace, the buoyancy force, equates to                                 
the amount of weight they can adequately support. There was little concern of the pontoons                             
failing under load due to the construction of the pontoons. The pontoons are manufactured of                             
identical material as commercial pontoons and were professionally welded. The only area that is                           
expected to see potential failure were the points of contact between the angle bracket and the                               




In order to properly design a propulsion system for MARV, the forces the pontoons experience                             
must be understood. The force experienced must be overcome by an external source for                           
propulsion to occur. This calculation is encompassing the worst case scenario that MARV will                           
never encounter. By conducting analysis on the worst case scenario, the upper bound of failure                             








The absolute worst case scenario yields a drag force of 6.88 ​lbf per pontoon. Therefore, the total                                 
amount of force that both pontoons will experience under these conditions is 13.76 ​lbf​. This                             
value is what influenced our decision in purchasing our thrusters. We purchased two Seabotix                           
BTD150 thrusters that are capable of 7 lbf of thrust each, yielding a total of 14 ​lbf ​of thrust. This                                       




Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis was conducted on the actual pontoon geometry as                       
opposed to the worst case scenario hand calculations. Drag forces on the order of 2­4 times                               
smaller was expected. The drag force calculated by the CFD simulation was 2.52 ​lbf​. This is a                                 










In order to determine a steering column, the materials and dimensions must be identified. The                             
material’s mechanical properties and physical dimensions are listed in Appendix 7. The mode of                           
failure of this particular column would be stress failure due to bending. However, this failure is                               
extremely unlikely to happen unless the steering column would experience an extremely large                         
impact during operation. This incident is extremely unlikely given the speed at which MARV                           









After performing the in depth analysis of the pontoon test model, it can be easily seen                               
that MARV can adequately perform the target objectives given the design parameters. The                         
analysis of the max pontoon payload, the total pontoon drag and the max steering column                             
deflection showed that the each of the major areas of failure will not have an effect on MARV as                                     
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 long as the system stays within the specified performance range. The preliminary calculations for                           
of maximum payload at ⅓ and ½ submergence yielded 69.2 lbs and 121.4 lbs, respectively. The                               
preliminary hand calculations and CFD analysis of the drag force yielded 13.76lbf and 5.04lbf                           
respectively. The hand calculations encompassed a worst possible scenario resulting in a high                         
drag force. The design team chose components to be able to operate in these worst case                               
scenarios.  
The CFD analysis produced results that heightened our confidence in our design since                         
our factor of safety of 2 was met. The beam deflection analysis also considered a worst case                                 
scenario yielding a result that was well within our desired goal of ⅛ of an inch. The maximum                                   
deflection calculated with our chosen steering column was 0.008 inches. Continued analysis of                         
other important components, such as the 80/20 cross beams and its corresponding                       
connections/attachments, must be analyzed to ensure that other possible areas of failure are                         




The team analyzed how to implement a version of the stable pontoon construction to maintain                             
low weight, durability, and collapsibility. The designed hull also needed to ensure that the                           
auxiliary attachments (sensors, mounts, etc.) would be supported adequately during operation.                     
This meant that key features such as bathymetric mapping, modular sensor packages, and the                           
navigation/control systems needed to be properly integrated into the hull design while                       
functioning with high accuracy.  
Analysis of these design criteria made it apparent that the best configuration for the hull                             
would be to revise standard dual­pontoon implementations that emphasize customization and                     




The first subsystem created was the chassis. As seen in the Figure 13 above, the chassis is central                                   
to the success of MARV. The chassis design consists of a bridge constructed out of 80/20                               
aluminum framing that spans across the pontoons as seen in Figure 10 and 11. The pontoons are                                 
made of 5052 Aluminum sheeting formed and welded into the pontoon shape via Tungsten Inert                             
Gas (TIG) welding. This is the same method and material used for commercial pontoon boats.                             
The bridge is responsible for housing the power modules (batteries, converters, etc.), onboard                         
computers and the sensors for the system. 80/20 was chosen for the construction of the bridge                               
due to its high configurability and its availability for purchase. 80/20 is an industry standard for                               
various applications making it very abundant in the market place. All of the electronics will be                               
housed inside of a watertight case (Pelican 1550 Case) to ensure the safety and health of the                                 
electronics. It is of the utmost importance that the chassis never fails during operation since that                               
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The steering column was one of the components that took the most development. The steering                             
column is shown in Figure 10c. The function of this assembly is to provide thrust and steering to                                   
the vessel in a compact manner such that MARV will remain transportable.  
A major decision that was made early on in the design process was the thruster                             
configuration. A differential drive setup is the Robotic Systems Laboratory standard and was                         
initially the optimal design. Due to the limitations of the Autopilot software package, Mission                           
Planner, we could not configure the thrusters as differential drive. From this, the steering column                             
became a single rotating shaft with thrusters attached at one end, and a servo at the other end. 
To address the issue of compactness, the steering column was designed to collapse up                           
into the bridge at the end of each use. In order to secure the shaft in its operational mode, two                                       
sliding braces were attached to the bridge to hold the steering column in place while the vessel is                                   
functioning. When MARV has completed the mission, the steering column folds up using two                           
hinges and is held in place with a velcro strap.  
With the servo attached to a custom brace plate ­ which is then attached to the steering                                 
column ­ it can rotate the steering shaft. The steering shaft is held in place with two,                                 
ultra­corrosion resistant waterproof acetal bearings. Two of these components were used with a                         
6” distance between them to reduce any bending of the shaft. The shaft is secured to the thruster                                   
plate at the other end by a flange.  
The thruster plate at the bottom of the rotating shaft is dimensioned to hold each thruster                               
with 3 bolts. In between the two thrusters there is a keel. This keel was introduced to reduce                                   
scrubbing of the thruster housing when MARV returned to land, and also to allow MARV to turn                                 







The next notable subsystem is power – which includes the battery, wiring, wiring connectors,                           
and DC power distribution components necessary to power all of MARV’s electronics. Our                         
system can be powered with a battery of any chemistry (lithium­ion, lithium polymer, lead acid,                             

















































 Power is managed appropriately with DC­to­DC converters to ensure that every component,                       
including thrusters and onboard computers, is supplied with the appropriate voltage. All                       
electrical connections use Powerpole connectors on all of the wiring. These connectors make                         
disconnecting and reconnecting, while transporting or reconfiguring, effortless, while ensuring                   




The power system block diagram, in Figure 16, represents the electrical connections between all                           
of MARV’s electronic components. The battery is the main source of power for the entire                             
system. A fuse is introduced into the system to ensure the health and safety of all on­board                                 
electronics. The power distribution board is necessary to provide power to multiple components                         
at once from a single source. The two BECs (Battery Eliminator Circuit) are utilized in the                               
system to provide a constant voltage output, regardless of input, to the components that are                             
connected to them. The motor driver is a component between the thrusters and the power                             










A power distribution block is used in order to power each of the components safely and                               
effectively. The system is equipped with two simple, off­the­shelf DC­to­DC buck converters                       
that step down the battery voltage (between 12­25V) to the Pixhawk at a regulated 5V and to the                                   
servo at a regulated 5V. The thrusters are capable of accepting a max voltage from range                               





Larger capacity batteries can dramatically increase cost and weight (depending on the                       
chemistry) while at the same time increasing total mission duration and speed. There are also                             
regulations that exist on which battery types can be transported via air travel. Since high                             
transportability is a key objective for MARV, we’ve created something that is compatible with a                             
range of possibilities that will ultimately be determined by the end user’s specific requirements.                           
For example, a user with a low payload could get away with a cheap, long lasting lead acid                                   
battery.  
An inline DC power monitoring module is used as part of the system that gives real­time                               
voltage readings, current readings, power consumption, and total energy consumption since the                       
mission start to give the user an idea of how much battery power has been used. Current battery                                   
voltage is also sent back to the onshore computer for the operator to monitor. This was important                                 
in providing us with real mission power consumption data since power consumption is so heavily                             




MARV utilizes an off­the­shelf autopilot called a PixHawk to navigate the vessel through                         
predetermined waypoints. Using an external GPS module, integrated compass and                   
accelerometer, the PixHawk can obtain real time data regarding MARV’s position, heading and                         
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 error along a predefined path set by the user via software. All of the data collected by the                                   
PixHawk gets relayed to the on shore computer via telemetry modules. In the event of an error in                                   







The Pixhawk block diagram illustrates all the components that the Pixhawk interfaces                       
with. The Pixhawk itself has an internal GPS and compass, but it also interfaces with an external                                 
GPS and compass to ensure higher accuracy. The buzzer alerts the user audibly through various                             
sequences corresponding to different system configurations. The arming switch allows the user                       
to manually activate the Pixhawk module into operating mode. The RC receiver and telemetry                           
module allow for wireless communication with the user. The RC receiver interfaces with a RC                             
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 transmitter, also known as a remote controller, to control the outputs of the Pixhawk manually.                             
The telemetry module sends various health data parameters to the onshore computer. The motor                           
driver receives throttle signals from the Pixhawk in the form of a PWM signal, designating the                               







The 3DR PixHawk autopilot has been chosen as the main mode of navigation during operation.                             
The PixHawk comes with a software package called Mission Planner that allows the user to                             
determine a desired path. This feature provides all of the functionality desired by our team. The                               
benefits of the Pixhawk system include: integrated multithreading, a Unix/Linux­like                   
programming environment, sophisticated scripting of missions and flight behavior, and a custom                       
PX4 driver layer ensuring tight timing across all processes [12]. The PixHawk allows its users to                               
seamlessly integrate this system onto various platforms and lowers the need for new users to                             






There are three standards of commercial GPS modules: Standard, Professional, and Automotive.                       
The 3DR module falls under the Professional class. The GPS is a U­Blox NEO­7N. The                             
NEO­7N delivers high sensitivity and minimal acquisition times while maintaining a low system                         
power. It is optimized for cost sensitive applications and provides best performance with RF                           
integration. According to the NEO­7 series data sheet, “U­Blox 7 modules use GNSS chips                           
qualified according to AEC­Q100 and are manufactured in ISO/TS 16949 certified sites.                       
Qualification tests are performed as stipulated in the ISO16750 standard: “Road vehicles –                         
Environmental conditions and testing for electrical and electronic equipment”. This particular                     
module has an absolute GPS position accuracy within 2.5 meters CEP.  
The compass within the 3DR module is the Honeywell HMC5883L digital compass. (The                         
“taoglas” label on the compass is the distributor) The HMC5883L is a surface­mount, multi­chip                           







In order to determine the path for MARV to follow after reaching the target location, the                               
PixHawk receives input from the user regarding which route to follow. A route for the autopilot                               
to follow can be created using the open source software called Mission Planner (pictured in                             
Figure 22). The software can zoom in on a location using Google Maps satellite images and plot                                 
points on the physical picture. The software then has the ability to interpret these points and tag                                 
them with GPS coordinates. By picking points along the perimeter of the lake or pond of choice,                                 
the software can determine the best orientation and separation distance for the “lawn mowing”                           
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Figure 22 shows a screen capture of the live feed of key telemetry information that the system is                                   







The onboard thrusters are controlled and powered via the Roboteq DC motor driver. This motor                             
driver takes a PWM control signal from the PixHawk autopilot which indicates a desired thrust                             
level. The motor driver then sends the necessary voltage corresponding to this in order to drive                               
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 the thrusters. The servo motor also takes inputs from the onboard autopilot. With the autopilot                             
sending steering and throttle signals, MARV can be driven completely from the PixHawk. The                           
thrusters are mounted to a plate with a transom and rudder in order to add extra hydrodynamic                                 




The SeaBotix BTD 150 thruster is a RSL standard underwater thruster designed specifically for                           






RoboteQ's SDC2130 controller is designed to convert commands received from an RC radio,                         
analog joystick, wireless modem, PC or microcomputer into high voltage and high current output                           
for driving one or two DC motors. It is designed for maximal ease­of­use. For space constrained                               








Instead of making our own servomotor by configuring a DC motor with an additional motor                             
driver, the HSB­9380TH was the optimal off­the­shelf solution. This servomotor interfaces                     
directly with the PixHawk with no additional configurations making it a seamless integration in                           
the MARV system. This model of servo specifically fits the need for MARV’s movement block                             
for the following reasons. It has a sufficient amount of torque, 472 oz­in, for the purposes of                                 
moving a steering column to a desired position. It is also a posses a brushless motor with                                 
titanium gears for longstanding durability and performance. It also is optimal in terms of a power                               
consumption perspective: low current consumption and constant output power regardless of                     







As previously stated in the introduction, MARV’s main purpose is to provide scientists with a                             
platform capable of autonomous navigation and to accept any arbitrary sensor. To prove that                           
MARV can in fact accept an arbitrary sensor, the team decided to mount a RSL lab standard                                 
Garmin Sonar to collect depth measurements. From these depth measurements, a bathymetric                       











The Edison block diagram displays the electrical connections to the components on the Intel​®                            
Edison prototyping board. The Edison is connected to two components via serial. The first is the                               
Garmin Sonar; this connection is through a RS­232 USB ­ to serial converter. The second, is to a                                   
radio frequency module: XBee. The Edison also has a port for external storage in the form of an                                   
micro SD card. The dotted line and graphic art above the computer block denotes that this                               




There exist many different microprocessors that would be able to satisfy the performance                         
requirements of MARV during standard operation. For the scope of this project, the RSL chose                             
to use the Intel® Edison microprocessor platform due to the RSL’s partnership with Intel and                             
due to the Edison’s versatility and computing power. The Edison’s Linux OS (Yokto Project)                           
makes it a very attractive platform to prototype in MATLAB, Python, and Arduino, the RSL                             
programming languages of choice. Powered by the Intel® Atom™ SoC dual­core CPU that                         







The Intel® Edison has a robust set of features packed into its small size. It has many I/O                                   
capabilities including, analog, digital, PWM, I2C, and of course Serial. It also includes an                           
Arduino Breakout, which essentially gives the Edison the ability to interface with Arduino                         
shields or any board with the Arduino footprint. This makes its easy to customize by using the                                 
many modular attachments that are already used for the open source Arduino boards.  
A python script was programmed on the Edison to record serial data from a Garmin                             
sonar. A radio communication is opened between the ground control computer and the Edison to                             
rely commands. The user can tell the Edison when to start logging depth data and when to stop                                   




This is the 2.4GHz XBee XBP24­ACI­001 module for RF communication of up to one mile. It                               
has a output power of 60mW. These modules take the ​802.15.4 stack and wrap it into a simple to                                     
use serial command set. The XBee allows for very reliable and simple communication between                           







The decision to use this particular sonar was simple, it is a lab standard. It was ideal for our                                     
application because it has a serial interface that integrates seamlessly with the Intel​® Edison. It                             
provides NMEA 0183 standard data with the maximum depth of 275 meters. It takes a single                               
pulse depth reading as well as a temperature reading. With a sampling rate of 1 depth reading                                 










In order to verify that all of the components would work together successfully, a series of tests                                 
were conducted to ensure that everything was working as expected. The testing procedure ranged                           
from individually testing each component for proper functionality to testing a functioning system                         
on a test body of water. The tests that were conducted were performed as follows: individual                               
testing of components, navigation verification in a controlled arena (i.e. lab parking lot), wet test                             
in a controlled setting (i.e. swimming pool) and field testing on site to fine tune the controller                                 
and collect sample data. 
Once the system was determined to navigate as expected, sample data was collected to                           
verify MARV’s ability to house an arbitrary sensor (in this case, a Garmin sonar) and collect                               




Prior to any testing of MARV as a system, it was imperative that each individual component was                                 
tested to ensure functionality. Each thruster, servo, GPS, compass, accelerometer/ magnetometer,                     




The initial testing phase consisted of ensuring that the PixHawk autopilot system would send                           






 A standard servo was receiving the steering inputs while a continuous servo received the throttle                             
input. These “testing servos” would effectively simulate our system interacting with the                       
PixHawk. The changes in the system, aka test servos, would be easily observable. The                           
continuous servo would spin fast or slow indicating the change in throttle and the steering servo                               
would point in the desired heading direction. A mission was uploaded to the PixHawk and both                               




The first water test was conducted in a swimming pool. This test was to see MARV’s pontoon                                 
alignment in the water and to manually drive the vessel around the pool via RC transceiver.                               







The first field deployment was to test if our system was configured correctly to run an                               
autonomous mission. Many functionalities had to perform correctly for this to occur. The                         
mission must be designed correctly, then successfully uploaded onto the PixHawk. The                       
electronic circuits connecting the movement components to the PixHawk must be wired                       
correctly, as well as the connections between the telemetry module and the onshore computer.                           
Finally, all the functionalities from the RC transceiver must perform without failure. These                         
include the three mission modes: Manual control, Return to Launch (RTL), and Auto.  
After two days of extensive field testing, all of the functionalities were achieved in rough                             
form. The mission consisted of three waypoints that MARV must reach and then return home to                               
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 the launch site. The result of this mission is displayed from the Mission Planner software in                               
Figure 32. The yellow path is the designed path and the purple is the actual path of MARV. The                                     
path following between points one, two and three have oscillations due to untuned gains, but the                               
RTL command brought MARV directly home. These differences in behavior were attributed to                         
the method of navigation that the autopilot used during its mission. The oscillations stemmed                           
from MARV trying to stay as close as possible to the predetermined yellow path. Since the                               
controller was not tuned correctly, MARV would overshoot the path, which required self                         
correction. The RTL feature used a “connect the dot” method of control where there is no path                                 
indicated. This control method simply defines a point of interest and performs a heading lock on                               
said point of interest. Our result was a straight line home due to the mild weather conditions. If                                   









After tuning the gains of the control system of the PixHawk, the path following became much                               
more accurate. A more complex mission was then created to further test MARV’s ability to                             
follow the route accurately given the newly tuned PID controller gains. As Figure 33 displays,                             
the lengths between each waypoint are much longer than the initial test. This was specifically                             
designed so that MARV would have a longer exposure to potential disturbances to correct. The                             








Once the path following accuracy that was desired has been achieved, the MARV team was                             






This path pattern is commonly used in marine research as it covers a large area in the most                                   
efficient manner. The “Primary Mapping Region” shaded in grey, in Figure 34, shows where the                             
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 data is gathered and where the vessel needs to be the most accurate. The path widths, , can be                                λ      
determined depending on the desired resolution of the data collection. The orientation of these                           
paths can also be placed in whatever direction desired via the Mission Planner software. The                             
cruise speed and the waypoint radius are also configurable parameters in the software package.                           
The waypoint radius is the radius surrounding the defined waypoint in which the PixHawk will                             
recognize that it has reached its destination. 
Figure 35 depicts the successful deployment of the “mowing­the­lawn” pattern. As                     
expected, the performance and accuracy of MARV’s path had minimal deviations. The size of                           
the body of water in Figure 35 is similar to the environment MARV is expected to be deployed                                   
in. The water, on average, was five meters deep. MARV is designed to operate in one meter deep                                   
waters, therefore, the five meter depth was not an issue for field testing. The total length of the                                   







The PixHawk comes with a feature where the cross track error is recorded on­board in a Log                                 
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 File. This error can be plotted in meters versus time, which is displayed in ​Figure 36 for the                                   
mission in ​Figure 35​. ​The large peaks throughout the graph are when the controller is switching                               
from path to path. For example, in Figure 35 when MARV on it’s second to last leg, waypoint 11                                     
to waypoint 12, it must switch to the last leg, waypoint 12 to 13. This switching of paths can be                                       
seen in the double peaks around minute 11 in Figure 36. These peaks indicate when the                               
controller has entered the 5 meter waypoint radius, hence the 5 meter error, indicating that a                               
subsequent waypoint must be pursued. Five meters was an empirically defined variable. A                         
waypoint radius of one meter was too tight a tolerance to hold with MARV. The transitions from                                 
waypoint to waypoint would experience errors of up to 8 meters. With the 5 meter waypoint                               







As mentioned, in ​Figure 34 the shaded region is where the vessel must maintain a high                               
level of accuracy. This is illustrated once again in the blue highlighted lower portion of Figure                               
37. The blue highlight in the lower portion of the graph corresponds to upper portion of the                                 
graph. A new limit parameter is defined to analyze the accuracy of these “straight” paths. In the                                 
upper portion of Figure 37, two solid red lines indicate a one meter limit. In the lower portion of                                     
Figure 38 displays a granular section of these blue “straight” paths. Our project objective, 3                             
meter error, is shown by the red dotted line. Our actual error is displayed by the solid red line at                                       













After verifying that the vessel could navigate along a preprogrammed path well within the                           
desired path error, data could be collected to verify how well the vessel could house an arbitrary                                 
sensor and have it integrated into the system. It is important to note that MARV serves as a                                   
customizable platform for users to install their own instruments depending on the use case. To                             
ensure that MARV could achieve this, and perform data collection successfully, a RSL Lab                           
standard Garmin Sonar was mounted on the 80/20 aluminum chassis to record depth data and                             
generate a bathymetric map of the body of water from that data. Using the same route as Figure                                   
35, depth data was recorded every 2 seconds over the course of the lawn mowing pattern. This                                 







As seen in Figure 39 above, the test bathymetric map shows the geographical features located                             
under the water’s surface as well as the depth gradient with respect to GPS location (i.e., latitude                                 
and longitude). The path can be seen in black showing the lawn mowing pattern used to collect                                 
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 the sonar data over the duration of the mission. As aforementioned, the sonar takes depth                             
measurements at a single points every two seconds along the path rather than collecting constant                             
depth measurements, therefore the need of interpolating the data between the paths arises. This                           
introduces a source of error due to the amount of interpolation making the bathymetric map an                               
approximation of the geographical features. Due to the scope of the project, the team did not                               




Our first data point on the operation was achieved on the run shown in Figure 32. Battery life is                                     
the main determining factor for MARV’s maximum operation time. For testing purposes, a                         
high­density 14.8V 10,000mAh lithium­polymer battery was used. This provided adequate                   
power and enough range to test for up to an hour on a single charge. After performing multiple                                   
tests while collecting data from our Powerwerx power monitoring module, we gained much                         
better insight into MARV’s power consumption during operation of a real world mission.  
Power consumption is heavily dependent upon how MARV is being operated during a                         
particular mission. Our thrusters are much less efficient the faster they run. Our autopilot                           
software allows the end user to specify a cruise speed. Some users may want to run their mission                                   
at a fast speed, while others may want a slow speed to maximize the sample points of the data                                     
they collect. For the sake of our testing, we ran missions at 1 meter per second, which is full                                     
throttle for MARV. Therefore, the following performance metrics are as poor as they would ever                             
be.  










3600 sec × 18.6 Amp ×
1 km







Along with technical constraints on the design, there are constraints for MARV out in the real                               




The building of MARV is not without economic constraints. Though money is comparatively                         
abundant when compared with other senior design projects, MARV will be used for many years                             
to come by multiple institutions ultimately providing a high return on investment in the long run.                               
MARV was built and tested within a budget which limits the possible capabilities of the vessel.                               
An example of this constraint is shown in testing. Another constraint is the need to produce a                                 




MARV was built to perform its experiments in hostile environments. The environment of                         
operation was a prominent factor when designing the platform. To combat this constraint, we                           
chose to construct the pontoons out of 5052 aluminum, the exact material used for commercial                             




All materials used on the boat must not contain any hazardous chemicals. Because the vehicle                             
operates in isolated bodies of water, we had to ensure that it would not leave any chemical or                                   
other contaminants in the water. This fact applied to every component located on the vessel. The                               
motors are DC electric and the batteries will be lithium ion or lead acid, encased within a hard                                   




The data taken from these research missions need to be accurate. The tracking of waypoints                             
executed by MARV must be accurate also. This means that the GPS, navigation and data                             
collection systems must all be working seamlessly together to produce geo­located data that will                           
be useful to scientists. MARV has an obligation to produce such a vehicle or it will sit unused                                   







MARV will be able to serve research institutions, communities and countries alike by collecting                           
priceless hydrologic data. The research results that can be acquired by using MARV will create                             
high quality data from a small scale and highly portable autonomous unit, which would be                             
invaluable to research institutions and organizations all over the world. MARV can be used by                             
research institutions like MBARI, USGS (United States Geological Service) and WHO (World                       
Health Organization) to conduct key research, furthering scientific knowledge and ultimately                     
benefitting society at large. By being able to accurately and effectively characterize water                         
sources, MARV will open up possibilities to expand vital research of our planet’s limited                           
resources.  
There are a number of ethical concerns pertaining to the MARV project. The main                           
stakeholders that were considered during the course of the project were our team members, the                             




































































Our project teaches us to be ethical in our workplaces as engineers for the sake of our                                 
coworkers and organization, as well as for the sake of whomever uses our product and the                               
general public. Our concerns and considerations fall in line with what the Santa Clara School of                               
Engineering expects of us as well as what other organizations such as IEEE outline in their Code                                 
of Ethics.  
7.6 Reliability:  
The likelihood of MARV sinking is low. Both pontoons taking on water to the point where                               
MARV cannot maintain buoyancy is very unlikely to happen. Running out of battery is a                             
possibility. Also, losing control over MARV from the DX8 controller would cause things to fail                             
and MARV would need to be retrieved. The cost of a failure could vary depending upon whether                                 




Our project is mostly an integration of off the shelf components. All similar products use                             
proprietary navigation systems. The main purpose of MARV is to turn easily accessible (and                           
cheap) components into something that can perform well for scientific collection needs. If we                           






The market for autonomous research vessels is very broad. Many vessels out there can do a                               
variety of things that make it necessary for users to decide how they want to approach their                                 
personal goals. This makes the market complex due to the broad range of customer uses that are                                 
often not well defined. As a way to counteract this, MARV has the ability to provide a wide                                   
range of user functions depending on the use case. Many vessels, ranging from research projects                             
to full production units, on the market today do similar operations targeted towards scientists                           
who wish to complete research on various bodies of water. That said, many of the vessels do not                                   
allow for customization or possess a rugged construction required for studies in remote locations.                           
Many vessels are large and bulky, often exceeding weights of 800+ pounds making easy                           
transportability not an option. Other vessels maintain a high degree of transportability but have a                             
high price required to purchase the units, often exceeding $15,000. Based on these competitors                           
out on the market today, there isn’t a vessel that bridges the gaps between affordability, high                               
transportability and customization while still achieving a rugged design. 
Likewise, the personnel required to use these existing vessels need to have a specific                           
skillset to program and operate them successfully. Many of the vessels on the market today                             
require significant training for users to understand the software and hardware located on the                           
vessel. MARV has embodied easy to use software as well as low level electronics making it easy                                 
for new users to learn how to operate the system. A new user who wants to use MARV can learn                                       
everything they need to know in roughly 15 minutes. This feature of MARV allows for the                               
customer to spend more time actually collecting the data they are interested in instead of fighting                               




Working closely with Santa Clara University’s Robotics Systems Lab (RSL), our team has                         
developed an autonomous marine research vessel named MARV. The vessel can be outfitted                         
with a wide range of customer desired sensors and be easily transported to remote locations to                               
conduct critical hydrologic research. ​Manual override of the system and our autonomous “return                         
home” failsafe has been successfully demonstrated at a distance of one kilometer. The 25                           
kilogram chassis can collapse for ease of transportation as well as harbor a variety of                             
interchangeable customer desired sensor packages. The software interface requires the same                     
amount of tech savvy as obtaining directions from a Google map, allowing the learning curve for                               
operation to be essentially flat. The final component cost totaled $4,482. Scientists worldwide,                         
from El Salvador to Alaska, have expressed strong interest in such a platform. We have                             
successfully designed, manufactured, and deployed our fully functioning system. MARV is                     




 MARV consists of many components that are easy to obtain and operate. The electrical                           
components onboard the vessel are off­the­shelf options that can be purchased with relative ease.                           
Everything from the onboard autopilot, batteries, thrusters, servo and connectors can be bought                         
without having to deal with custom made parts, ultimately reducing costs substantially in the                           
event that a component needs to be replaced. The autopilot system is a repurpose drone autopilot                               
module paired with a personal GPS unit and compass for navigation. Acting as the central hub of                                 
the entire system, this hobby class autopilot makes initialization and operation easy for new users                             
as well as purchasing additional components at a hobby store a breeze. This autopilot system                             
provides significant path following accuracy that rivals complex autopilot systems. The onboard                       
autopilot system can also be altered to increase path following accuracy as well as the separation                               
of paths during its “mowing­the­lawn” path pattern. 
The mechanical structure of MARV consists of easily obtainable 80/20 aluminum                     
framing and 5052 sheet aluminum that can be purchased from a variety of suppliers around the                               
world. The 80/20 framing has many different components and brackets that fit snugly along the                             
length of the struts, making customization hassle free and easy to install. The two 5052                             
aluminum pontoons were designed and welded to be as rugged and damage resistant as possible,                             
making them ideal for harsh locations and regions. All of this versatility of the many components                               
allows the end user to save on costs by utilizing low cost parts as well as configuration                                 
customization. MARV as a whole is pictured below.  
All of MARV’s mechanical components allow the mechanical structure to be easily                       
disassembled to increase the level of transportability. The 80/20 aluminum struts and the                         
corresponding attachments can be loosened and removed with an Allen wrench, thus increasing                         
the ease of assembly. The MARV frame can also be configured to accept various instrument and                               
electronics housings such that they are firmly integrated into the system for safe operation. The                             




The market that MARV is targeting consists of scientists and researchers at universities,                         
government institutions and small scientific research firms. These are the same institutions that                         
purchase other similar products and instruments currently out in the market. Many institutions                         
who have purchased or created an autonomous research vessel have one unit that is supposed to                               
have a long use life due to the large investment made on the unit. Often times, the system’s                                   
investment from purchasing or creating the unit does not get returned. Also, in the event that a                                 
unit experiences a failure and needs to be repaired or replaced, it proves to be a very large task                                     
because of the large costs and repair time.  
MARV will target the users in particular who are studying various characteristics of                         
bodies of water in ways that are labor intensive and not cost effective. Having an option for a                                   
low cost vessel that is not limited by capability and transportability will add benefits to these                               
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 users where other options can not. MARV will be specifically focusing on the lower part of the                                 
market where researchers and scientists do not have large budgets to be allocated toward one                             
piece of equipment. The affordability of MARV will also be supported by the high customization                             
level, all but eliminating the need for the purchase of another product to achieve another                             
function. The vessel can be outfitted with any instrument as long as the user has the instrument at                                   
their disposal. This quality will add useful benefits to the users on the lower level of the budget                                   
spectrum.  
Since MARV will not be limited to one use case during operation, the system can be                               
expanded for a wide range of users for different missions depending on the research goal. This                               
makes MARV’s growth in the market far better as compared to other vessels on the market.                               
Along with purchase options, the system could be leased to users who do not wish to own the                                   
vessel or only need it for a set amount of time. The introduction of a leasing system does not                                     
exist on the market currently. Since many institutions do not have the budget to own expensive                               




As mentioned earlier, there exists a wide range of other products where their individual                           
functionalities differ depending on the application. Market competition ranges from companies                     
producing multiple vessels as products, to others who have created vessels as research projects                           
where they can be loaned to other users depending on the use case.  
In Table 3, it is easy to see that many of the other vessel options on the market today have                                       
certain capabilities while lacking in others. For example, the SWATH and SCOAP vessels can                           
complete a wide range of actions but are severely limited due to their extremely large size and                                 
weight, making them difficult to transport to remote locations. Others, such as the Z­Boat and                             
Heron, are small scale vessels with high transportability and durability. However, these vessels                         
lack in the key areas of customization and cost, both of which is what MARV is trying to                                   




The sales and marketing strategies necessary for the financial success of MARV as a product                             
depends highly on the sales personnel tasked with displaying MARV’s capabilities to the                         
customer. This is because the market for autonomous research vessels is rather small, making the                             
number of potential customers small as well. As a result, a full display of MARV’s multiple                               
capabilities as well as its high customization features must be shown to the customer. The on­                               
staff MARV salesperson must bring forth what qualities of the vessel bring significant value to                             
the customer. Qualities such as high customization, transportability, light weight, ease of use and                           
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 so on. Other important features that must be conveyed are the presence of common components                             
and materials making repair and replacement concerns significantly reduced. The purchasing and                       
leasing options must also be disclosed as a way to show customers how affordable it is to use                                   




Since MARV’s market is small, there is not a need to house a large inventory of MARV vessels.                                   
This is because the amount of buyers of the unit would most likely need only one at any time.                                     
Because of this, there would not be a need to manufacture large numbers of the unit, instead they                                   
would be built on a made­to­order basis. The main component that MARV would need to have                               
professionally manufactured would be the aluminum pontoons. This is because aluminum                     
welding is a difficult process that assemblers of MARV would be unable to complete adequately.                             
That said, all other components can be bought with relative ease and installed quickly, making                             
the pontoons the only necessary components requiring manufacturing lead time. Once the                       




MARV aims to address the needs of scientists and researchers who do not have an unlimited                               
budget to spend on research equipment. Because of this, the system must be affordable to be a                                 
viable option for these customers. The target unit cost of the system must be less than $5,000 in                                   
order to be highly competitive in the market. Table 2 shows the prices of each component used                                 
on MARV to achieve a fully functioning prototype. These components were all purchased at                           
retail value thus increasing the total cost of the unit. In a manufacturing scenario, each                             
component would be purchased at wholesale values in order to develop an inventory of                           
components.   
Table 11: Final Detailed Material Costs 
Item  Cost  Qty  Total 
Seabotix Thrusters  $500  2  $1,000 
HiTec Servo  $190  1  $190 
80/20 Framing Parts  $712  1  $712 
3DR PixHawk  $200  1  $200 
Spektrum DX8  $450  1  $450 
PowerWerks Elect.  $200  1  $200 
RobotEQ Driver  $175  1  $175 
5052 Al Pontoons  $350  1  $350 
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 Labor ­ Welding  $1,000  1  $1,000 
3DR Telemetry Radio  $50  1  $50 
Pelican Case  $135  1  $135 
0.25” Acrylic  $20  1  $20 
­  $4,482 
 
As mentioned before in Table 11, other competitors that offer similar capabilities as MARV                           
often have a price tag that exceeds $15,000 for a baseline unit. This price point eliminates many                                 
of the potential customers that are in the market for an autonomous vessel. MARV’s price point                               
of less than $5,000 provides many of the same capabilities as other companies making it a far                                 
better option for a large majority of research institutions.  
Other additional costs such as overhead and payroll would be far less than other                           
companies because there isn’t the same need for large buildings and many employees. This is                             
because assembly of MARV can be done by one person over the course of a couple hours and                                   




MARV’s main characteristic is that it is rugged and resilient so it can be used in a wide variety                                     
of remote locations and minimize the need for repairs and downtime. In the event that the vessel                                 
needed to be fixed because of a component failure, a part could be purchased at a nearby store                                   
and replaced by the owner quickly rather than sending it back to the manufacturer. The system                               
was designed to be resilient so that there is no need to have a repair service where only the                                     
manufacturer can fix the problem. It is our goal that MARV can be repaired by the owner instead                                   
of having unwanted downtime. 
As mentioned earlier, the MARV platform can be leased and operated by a customer                           
instead of owning the vessel. This would be a potential service that MARV could provide if a                                 
customer does not wish to purchase the platform. Depending on the goals of the customer,                             
MARV could be configured by the company instead of the customer, where a service fee would                               
be attached to the purchase or leasing fee. Everything from upgrades in thrusters, battery life or                               
80/20 configurations could be altered if the customer would rather have it done by the assembler.                               
This service would be another opportunity to accrue revenue from MARV systems instead of                           
purely relying on sales numbers. 
Another potential service that the MARV team could provide would be installing a post                           
purchase customer support in case customers have issues when operating the vehicle. This                         
support could take the form of reminding customers of the necessary steps required to arm the                               
vessel or troubleshooting areas of error or malfunctions. The customer support would be a                           
concrete way for customers to be in continuous contact with the MARV team. Another form of                               
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 contact would be through online tutorial databases for when customers cannot remember steps in                           
the procedure or cannot recall how to operate key functions in the field. This service would take                                 




For the financial aspects of the vessel, MARV will be able to provide financial benefits over the                                 
course of the vessel’s lifetime. Along with the low price as compared to other products, MARV                               
will be able to be configured as well as purchased depending on the customer. If the customer                                 
does not want to purchase the vessel, MARV could be leased for a brief time period instead.  
An initial investment would be required in order to start collecting components and begin                           
assembly of several MARV’s for potential customers. This initial investment would be paid                         
relatively quickly (in a year or less) due to the sale and lease of vessels to many different                                   
customers. The investment required for purchasing components versus the sales of several                       
MARV’s would create a quick return on investment. Since the initial investment would be paid                             
off quickly, the net present value over the prospective time period would be very close to the                                 
initial investment value given standard inflation increases.  
Contingency plans would be put in place to mitigate any unforeseen happenstances over                         
the course of MARV’s lifetime. This would most likely take the form of a budget cushion as a                                   
result. This budget cushion would create wiggle room for MARV in the event that components                             
are back ordered from manufacturers. This extra funding would come from additional investors                         
as well as strategic price planning in order to acquire a small emergency fund surplus. Figure 40                                 








At the beginning of the project, a series of objectives were defined to establish the scope of the                                   
project. These objectives were to create a surface vessel that was autonomous, easy to use,                             
lightweight, transportable, accurate, and cost efficient. We were able to meet and exceed all of                             
these goals.  
Through the 10 months of research and development, the MARV team created a viable                           
option for marine researchers seeking an autonomous surface vessel platform. With the                       
utilization of 80/20 structural framing, scientists have a myriad of attachment options available to                           
them in order to mount the sensor of their choice. Due to its high configurability, the 80/20 frame                                   
can collapse for ease of transportation. The entire system collapses, enabling MARV to be stored                             
in a standard helicopter side cage for remote transport. At a final weight of 25 kilograms, MARV                                 
can be easily carried by two scientist to their desired location. Additionally, the off­the­shelf                           
3DR autopilot performed exceptionally during field operation. MARV was able to hold a cross                           
track error of less than one meter during the entire duration of its deployments. Mission Planner                               
provides a simple and straightforward to use software interface for the autopilot. Using Google                           
Maps, users can simply draw out the exact path they desire data to be collected from in any body                                     




Even though MARV has successfully met all of the objectives initially set forth, there are several                               
areas where further iterations could greatly improve MARV’s performance. Further development                     
regarding servo performance, servo mounting mechanisms, thruster mounts and pontoon                   
alignment are some of the key components where future work could provide big benefit.  
Two areas where future work would increase reliability and performance during                     
operation are mitigation of servo jitter, and structural integrity of the servo mount. The servo                             
chosen for MARV is capable of providing ample torque to rotate the two thrusters. The problem                               
with jitter arose when the thrusters would return to the “middle” position whenever the vessel                             
was going truly forward. The servo could turn the thrusters adequately but the momentum of the                               
two thrusters would cause them to overshoot slightly forcing the servo to correct and bring the                               
thrusters back to middle. This would eventually turn into a never ending cycle causing                           
significant jittering of the servo. This could be fixed by choosing a stronger servo or choosing                               
lighter thrusters. The other area of the servo was the structural integrity of the servo mount. The                                 
servo mount was made out of brittle acrylic plastic for sake of rapid prototyping purposes. This                               
material resulted in stressing towards the mounting holes on MARV’s bridge. The mount would                           




 An additional area for improvement would be redesign of the thruster mounts to mitigate                           
moss collection as much as possible. A problem that was experienced during field testing was                             
that the thrusters would suck in debris that was on the surface of test sites causing MARV to                                   
slow down. A redesign of how to minimize this problem would allow MARV to be much more                                 
reliable in many different bodies of water where a lack of debris is not always the case.  
Finally another area for improvement would be to improve upon the alignment of the                           
pontoons as MARV travels through the water. Similar to when a car is out of alignment,                               
MARV’s pontoons were not completely parallel and level–forcing the vessel to stray slightly one                           




From the testing and analysis that was performed to create MARV, we are proud to have met the                                   















With this, MARV will be capable of collecting and delivering valuable hydrologic data                         
for the benefit and advancement of scientific knowledge. This will mean high quality data from a                               
small scale, highly portable and relatively affordable autonomous unit, which would be useful to                           
research institutions and organizations all over the world. MARV can be used by research                           
institutions to conduct key research, furthering scientific knowledge, and ultimately benefitting                     





















































































































































































In manufacturing MARV, there exists some safety concerns. The use of power tools and                           
equipment will be necessary when constructing the hull and frame of the project. This                           
construction will consist of using the equipment in the Santa Clara University Machine Shop as                             
well as the Santa Clara University Maker Lab. As with any construction, proper knowledge and                             
understanding of how to use the equipment will be necessary to remove potential areas for team                               
members to be injured. It will be essential to be trained to use the equipment and follow all                                   
safety protocol set forth by Santa Clara University. Being aware of the potential safety risks in                               
operating the power tools will be essential to minimizing safety risks. Having this                         
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In the assembly of MARV, many of the safety concerns that are evident in manufacture can be                                 
applied to the assembly as well. The system will require tools and machine shop capabilities to                               
assemble MARV to the design specifications. In that regard, similar courses of action will be                             
required to safely complete assembly with no injury to the design team. There does not exist any                                 
other areas that of safety concern during assembly in the opinion of the design team. 
The other aspect of assembly that must be noted is MARV’s assembly at the site of the                                 
user’s choosing during normal operation. The system is designed to be easy transportable in                           
order to reach remote research locations. That being said, the system will need to be broken                               
down into separate modular components (modules that are still being designed and discussed), be                           
self contained in one package and then be reassembled once the system in at the target location.                                 
This modularity and breakdown is designed to minimize difficulty for the assembly of MARV                           




For testing and operation, there exists several areas of potential safety risks. The thrusters (when                             
out of the water) will be exposed any time the system is not in direct use. It is important to                                       
recognize that the propellers of the thrusters can inflict significant injury if the user member                             
comes into contact with them. This makes it important to always disconnect power from the                             
system during assembly and testing of the system. MARV will also use high power which                             
increases the potential of electric shock providing another reason to ensure that the system is                             
disconnected from power when handling the unit. It will be important to ensure that the system is                                 
completely powered down before opening the Pelican case containing all of the system’s                         
electronics.  
The vast majority of potential safety risks that will presented during testing and operation                           
will be during the assembly and initial deployment of the system. During operation, MARV will                             
be traveling autonomously along predetermined routes. This means that there will be virtually no                           
physical contact between the user and the system. Since this will be the case, the design team see                                   
no potential safety concerns for the user as well as the team. In the event that MARV stops                                   
operating as planned or loses power in the middle of a body of water (especially during testing),                                 
it will be necessary to retrieve the system through appropriate means (boat, wade, etc.). This                             
“rescue” will prove to have safety concerns if not done in a thought out and careful manner. It                                   
will be necessary for the rescuers to wear appropriately fitted life vests and safety gear whenever                               
it is required for a rescue mission. Operators of the rescue boat must not display reckless driving                                 
and obey all maritime laws. It will also be necessary to be knowledgeable of the water conditions                                 
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 and weather before leaving shore and use common sense before embarking on any potentially                           




MARV will utilize a combination of protective coverings and signage to prevent any potentials                           
for safety concerns. The system will use coverings in the areas of the thrusters and main                               
hardware to prevent any injuries of the end users. The hardware and main electrical components                             
will be housed inside of a watertight container to make sure that outside forces will not come                                 
into contact with sensitive equipment. This container is used to prevent any short circuiting and                             
electric shock to the user. It will be necessary to completely power down the system before the                                 
case can be opened.  
The thrusters will use propeller covers to protect the propellers from any contact with                           
objects as well as protect users and the design team from ever touching the prop while it is                                   
spinning. Even in the case that the propellers are powered on, the prop covers will still provide                                 
protection from any bodily injury. All of these features will be displayed using warning graphics                             
and stickers to remind the users of the potential areas for injury. This will be aimed to reduce and                                     




The system will be stored in places free from any potential for damage since there are sensitive                                 
instruments on board. During travel, MARV will be broken down and transported in a manner                             
that protects the vital components of the system. The system will be designed such that the more                                 
durable parts of MARV will be the primary objects that come into contact with the outside world                                 
during transport. With that said, various components, like the frame and pontoons, will be made                             
of strong material to protect the system from damage and increase durability. The system will be                               
rather heavy (~110 lbs) and paired with components with very little give, there exists a risk for                                 
smashing fingers and toes. This weight will also present possible back injury if not carried                             




At the end of life of the project, the system will need to be broken down and disposed of                                     
appropriately. Many of the system’s components will consist of plastic and metal materials. This                           
will make disposing of these components easy as many of them can be recycled to be made into                                   
new products and used in different projects. This component of MARV makes the system                           




 Other areas of the project requires a more in depth process of disposal. The electronics                             
can not be simply thrown out and recycled in the manner that many of the other components are.                                   
Things like the batteries and electronics must be disposed of in a safe manner to reduce any risk                                   
of coming into contact with dangerous chemicals and materials. The batteries will be need to be                               
disposed of in an environmentally friendly manner. It will be important that the end user consults                               
his/her local battery disposal station to dispose of the batteries properly. The electronics (if not                             
salvageable) must be disposed of in an appropriate area to reduce any chances of safety risks. It                                 

































































● Compatible with Arduino Uno (except         
only 4 PWM instead of 6 PWM). 






















● Micro USB device connector OR (via           








Digital pins 0 to 13 (and the adjacent AREF and GND pins), analog inputs 0 to 5, the power                                     
header, ICSP header, and the UART port pins (0 and 1) are all in the same locations as on the                                       
Arduino Uno R3 [13]. Additionally, the Intel® Edison with its attached Arduino Breakout                         
includes a microSD card connector, a micro USB device port connected to UART2, and a                             























































 Weight of Aluminum per  , tf 2 WAl   1.1174  b/ftl
2  
Density of Water   0.0361  b/inl 3  
 
Weights ​[1] ​: 
πR L WWcylinder = 2 cylinder cylinder Al  




.5(π)(13")(32")(1.1174 lb/ft )(1/144) .07 lb= 0 2 = 5  
D WWend cap = 4
π 2
Al    
(10") (1.1174 lb/ft )(1/144) .55 lb= 4
π 2 2 = 0  
Wtotal = Wcylinder +Wcone +Wend cap  
15.9 ​lb0.24 .07 .55= 1 + 5 + 0 =  
 
Total Area ​[1] ​: 
+Atotal  = Acylinder + Acone + Aend cap = πR L2 cylinder cylinder πab D2
1 + 4
π 2  
14.25​ π(5")(3.5 )(1/12) .5(π)(13")(32")(1/144) (10") (1/144) = 2 ′ + 0 + 4π
2 = tf 2  
(10") 8.54 inAend cap = 4




.33A .33(78.54 in ) 5.9 inA33% = 0 end cap = 0 2 = 2 2  
2. At 50% Submerged: 
.50A .50(78.54 in ) 9.3 inA50% = 0 end cap = 0 2 = 3 2  
 
Buoyancy of Pontoons ​[1] ​: 
 ,   * is used for simplicity.5 ft   ft  .5 ftLtotal = Lcylinder + Lcone = 3 + 1 = 4  Ltotal  
 
1. At 33% Submerged: 
[1] ρ A 4.5 ft)(0.0361 lb/in )(25.9 in )(12) 0.5 lb/pontoon B33% = Ltotal water  33% = (
3 2 = 5  
 
2. At 50% Submerged: 
ρ A 4.5 ft)(0.0361 lb/in )(39.3 in )(12) 6.6 lb/pontoon B50% = Ltotal water  50% = (






 (B )Fmax33% = 2 33% −W 33%  
69.2 ​lb(50.5 lb  15.9 lb)= 2 −   =  
2. At 50% Submerged: 
(B )Fmax50% = 2 50% −W 50%  
121.4 ​lb(76.6 lb 5.9 lb)= 2 − 1 =  
 
Surface Area​[1] ​: 
A  ΠrS =   2  
A  (Π)(5")S =   2  
A  78.54in .051mS =   2  = 0 2  
Drag Force Per Pontoon​[1] ​: 
ρν C AFD  =  2
1 2
D  
  ( )(1, 00 )(1 ) (1.2)(0.051m )FD =   2
1 0 kgm3 s
m 2 2
   
  30.6 N  6.88 lbfFD =   =    
Table 18: Parameters utilized in calculating drag force of initial  pontoons 
Variable  Value 
Density of Fluid,  ρ   1,000  kgm3   
Velocity of Fluid, ν   1  s
m  
Coefficient of Drag, CD   1.2 











  (D )A =   4
Π 2 − d2  
  (1 in   0.624  in )A =   4
Π 2 2 −   2 2  
0.00031   0.480 in  A =   2 =   m2  
Moment of Inertia ​[2] ​ : ​ ( )Ix = Iy = I  
  (D )I =  Π64
4 − d4  
  (1 in .624 in )I = Π64
4  4 − 0 4 4  












Inner Diameter (ID), d   0.624  ni    
Wall Thickness  0.188  ni    
Area, A   0.480   = 0.00031 ni 2 m2  





  r  Arect =   * h  
   in  20 in Arect = 5 *    
  100in   0.065mArect =   2 =   2  
ρν C AFD  =  2
1 2
D  
  ( )(1, 00 )(1 ) (0.47)(0.065m )FD =   2
1 0 kgm3 s
m 2 2
   







Density of Fluid,  ρ   1,000  kgm3  
Velocity of Fluid, ν   1  s
m  
Coefficient of Drag, CD   4.7 










   ω =   LoadLength of  Contact  
 ω =   0.51m
15.275 N  











(8)(69 x 10 Pa)(1.733 x 10 m )9 −8 4
 
  2.118 x 10 mδmax =  
−4  









Uniformly Distributed Load, ω   29.95  m
N  
Length of Beam,  l   0.51m  
Modulus of Elasticity 6061 Aluminum, E   69 GPa 
Moment of Inertia,  I   1.733 x  0  m1 −8 4  
Maximum Beam Deflection,  δmax   0.21  mm  
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 Appendix 8: 
 
 
Figure 47: Solidworks drawing of MARV assembly. 
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Figure 48: Right pontoon Solidworks drawing. 
 
 
 
Figure 49: Left pontoon Solidworks drawing. 
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Figure 50: Bridge Assembly Solidworks drawing. 
 
Figure 51: Steering column assembly drawing. 
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Appendix 9: 
 
 
Figure 52: Mission Planner Control Parameters 
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 Appendix 10: 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
( c ) 
Figure 53: Python script running serial data collection and storage. 
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